I. Introduction
===============

Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) are an effective tool for determining appropriate disease control methods in the medical field. To facilitate decision-making on the part of the medical staff, they provide a systematic process and minimize the gap between diagnostic judgment and scientific evidence \[[@B1]\]. The clinical guideline modeling service stores clinical practice processes (algorithms) in an executable format that can be run by an authoring and inference engine through a visual tool \[[@B2]\]. This means that the service can be optimized dynamically according to the current health status of a patient or a behavior change, or it can be updated by new medical study results. In the process of modeling and editing this information, reference operations are conducted on a portion of the data. Therefore, it is essential that evidence-based knowledge extraction and management features are available. In this paper, we demonstrate the implementation of a knowledge extraction feature that can be searched by a medical expert with experience of the clinical guideline modeling service. To implement this feature, we realized that we could reduce the search time required by a medical expert by categorizing certain sentential elements. At this time, we consider the documents included in the search results to be a set of the sentential elements. An additional consideration during the system design is to use various machine learning models.

1. Sentence Classification
--------------------------

Kim et al. \[[@B3]\] studied automatic sentence classification for evidence-based medicine (EBM). In their study, tags such as Background, Population, Intervention, Outcome, Study Design, and Other were used to automatically classify sentences from paper abstracts. Abstracts have the feature that their sentences are listed in order of background, main contents, and results. Kim et al. \[[@B3]\] classified sentences using conditional random fields, which are useful for learning such sequential data. However, as the flow of sentences in the guidelines used for training data is not sequential, the guidelines were not considered in the machine learning model selection. In another study, Nawaz et al. \[[@B4]\] undertook a process of multi-tagging to classify bio-events. In this study, tags were applied to bio-events such as Knowledge Type, Manner, Certainty Level, Logical Type, Source, and Lexical Polarity. Among these, the knowledge type was further categorized into Investigation, Observation, Analysis, and General. Categorizing the knowledge type involves tagging representative words for knowledge types, or so-called lexical clues. Pan \[[@B5]\] conducted a sentence classification study using multi-label tagging of a single sentence. In this study, sentences or clauses used in medical/life science papers were considered as text instances, created by complex combinations of semantic classes, such as Focus, Polarity, Certainty, Evidence, Direction, or Trend. Various classifiers (or discrimination models), such as naïve Bayes, maximum entropy, and support vector machine (SVM), were used for the training algorithm \[[@B5]\]. As in the current study, Pan \[[@B5]\] also compared the performance between different training algorithms. The novelty of this study is the use of a transformation to reduce the dimension of the sentence instance feature space. Transformation is a feature extraction function that reduces the dimension to the curse of dimensionality \[[@B6]\]. This function captures and quantifies features of text, such as lexical, syntactic, and co-occurrence events. It also allows the results to be expressed as feature vectors.

2. Machine Learning Model
-------------------------

The maximum entropy model selects the probability distribution with the largest entropy from those that represent the current state of knowledge. To initialize the maximum entropy model, partial evidence is combined to estimate the probability of the instance class, which is generated from the specific context of the data. We obtain the conditional probability *p* by collecting evidence from the data via the feature function. In the maximum entropy model, the feature extraction function generally outputs a Boolean value (\[0, 1\]) as an indicator function. In this study, we use a real-valued feature vector to represent quantitative features alongside the Boolean feature vector.

Heckerman \[[@B7]\] and Tan et al. \[[@B8]\] studied disease classification using a Bayesian network by modeling patients with risk factors associated with heart disease, and Cho and Won \[[@B9]\] used a multilayer perceptron (MLP) to classify cancer. An MLP is a neural network model that is robust to noise due to its filtering of outliers, hidden variables, and errors that exist in the input vectors. This model can be used in domain problems with many uncertain factors, such as sentence category classification, so we adopt this approach in the present study.

Recently, SVMs have been the focus of a great deal of research among machine learning algorithms. An SVM uses a hyperplane to separate sets of n-dimensional data points belonging to different classes. SVM methods \[[@B10],[@B11]\] then aim to optimize this hyperplane. In this study, as the feature extraction function generates five real values, we select SVM as a training algorithm for these feature vector inputs.

3. Feature Selection
--------------------

Feature selection is the process of selecting a subset from an original feature set \[[@B12]\]. This can reduce the number of features and remove noisy data. It can also speed-up mining algorithms, and improve their performance in terms of estimation accuracy and readability. Broadly speaking, there are two types of feature selection \[[@B13]\]. The first uses a filter to select a subset of features with which to conduct the classification algorithm. One example of a filter is information gain (IG). This method is widely used in machine learning to evaluate the criteria of the relevance of terms. It calculates the amount of information in a term in each category by considering not only the frequency of occurrence of a term in the document, but also the frequency of a term that does not occur in the document \[[@B14]\]. Lee and Lee \[[@B15]\] found that IG was an effective feature selection algorithm for classifying texts. In the second type of feature selection, a wrapper is used to apply a classification algorithm to a dataset, allowing the optimal features to be determined. For a large number of features, the wrapper method can take a long time. Genetic algorithms (GAs), in which a population evolves to find a better solution to an optimization problem, are a typical example of a wrapper method. Silla et al. \[[@B16]\] used GAs to undertake feature selection for an automatic text summary.

II. Methods
===========

The purpose of the proposed system is to optimize the clinical care of a patient with a chronic disease based on medical papers and guidelines published by trusted institutions. Whereas existing practice models provide information only, the optimized practice model in this study provides information as well as its source and related information. Thus, we have developed a sentential classification system to categorize the characteristics of the information contained in certain sentences. As shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the sentential classification process uses sentences extracted from the document as training data and creates a model to perform a classification test. The training data is formed by classifying sentences into an appropriate category using the knowledge manager to perform part-of-speech tagging and parsing.

1. Training Data Preparation
----------------------------

After segmenting the sentences contained in the document, we perform the process of semantic category tagging. The purpose of semantic category tagging is to enable the selective extraction of a sentence that has some semantic association with the rule in the specific algorithm node.

For the training data, we used three clinical guidelines that incorporated knowledge from medical experts in the field of family medicine. These were the Seventh Report of the Joint National Committee (JNC7) on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure \[[@B17]\] from the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; the Third Report of the National Cholesterol Education Program (NCEP) Expert Panel on Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Cholesterol in Adults \[[@B18]\] from the same institution; and the Standards of Medical Care in Diabetes 2010 \[[@B19]\] report from the American Diabetes Association.

The training data was generated by attaching a single tag to each extracted sentence. This method is different from that used by Shatkay et al. \[[@B20]\], who attached multi-tags. This is because the primary purpose of our system is to search for knowledge that is highly associated with the current CPGs. In addition, it was assumed that the use of a single semantic tag would be sufficient to achieve this purpose. In the semantics category classification module, we adopted the following definitions and categories of sentence: \<RULE\>, \<RECOMMEND\>, \<ANALYSIS\>, \<GENERAL\>. Further details of the sentence category tag definitions can be found in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

With regard to the three guideline documents, sentences corresponding to each semantic category were extracted by three researchers. After discussing the classification criteria with one another, 346 sentences were finally used as training data. Some of these are displayed in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

2. Training Data Representation and Feature Extraction
------------------------------------------------------

To classify their semantic category, each sentence should be represented by a feature vector. A feature vector extracts the feature values of a sentence, thereby enabling its use by a training algorithm. In this study, there are two feature types: five real-valued vectors and a Boolean feature vector. When training the classification model for text instances consisting of tokens, the individual token occurrence is itself considered the biggest feature element in a bag-of-words (a set of words), which is generally used as one of the feature vector expression methods. Regardless of the order of the words in the document, the token weight is calculated by the frequency of occurrence of an individual word. In a bag-of-words, the dimension of the feature space is equivalent to the size of the unique token occurring in the document. Thus, using only a general classifier training algorithm, it is difficult to estimate practical parameters for the discrimination model. In addition, if the amount of training data is small, a linearly non-separable problem can occur if instance data points belong to different semantic categories in the vector space.

To solve this problem, we must reduce the dimension of the feature space. This involves eliminating tokens that are harmful to the classification model training. This is known as feature selection. Generally, function words (or stop words), such as articles or prepositions, are considered to be redundant features, lacking in discrimination. Therefore, these features are processed so as to be eliminated from the training data. Besides the elimination of function words, some filtering is required to eliminate unnecessary features. To this end, various algorithms exist to check whether each individual feature is significant or not. In this study, an optimal feature subset selection algorithm was implemented using a GA and IG. Through our algorithm, between 90% and 99% of features (tokens) were eliminated. It has been reported that the performance of a classifier is not degraded by this degree of feature elimination \[[@B22]\]. Although this reduces the dimension of the feature space, a problem occurs when the features of a token unit are extracted. This is because feature elements that exceed the token unit, such as proper nouns made of more than two tokens, the existence or occurrence of a phrase unit expression, or the co-occurrence of a specific token, are not considered. Therefore, it is necessary to use a function to extract frequently occurring proper nouns that belong to the specific semantic class, phrase unit token row, formal language symbols, and word unit co-occurrence.

To this end, this study uses a feature extraction function to reduce the dimension of the feature space \[[@B22]\]. Feature extraction utilizes components of the sentence instance as well as syntax information and pattern templates hidden in a combination of components as feature elements. A pattern template includes structural characteristics, such as the hierarchy inside sentences, repeatability, and concurrent events. As a result, it can derive a more generalized model from the instance set consisting of tokens. In addition, it has the advantage of reducing the probability of the generated model being over-fitted to the training data. To extract features such as co-occurrence between tokens, pattern templates, and the syntactic structure of sentence instances, the syntactic structures of sentences are analyzed by the Stanford Parser \[[@B23]\]. The feature values extracted from the parse tree are shown in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

For example, the real feature vector extracted from the sentence structure analysis tree will have the following form:

The first value indicates that the number of non-alphanumeric characters in the corresponding sentence (instance) is 0. The second value indicates the number of phrase unit expressions that occur within instances tagged as the \<RULE\> class (e.g., \"not achieved\"). In the current instance, there are four such expressions. The third value indicates that the number of phrase unit expressions or phrase unit templates within instances of the \<RECOMMEND\> class is 0. The fourth value in the vector denotes the number of token rows, such as a phrase unit expression, e.g., \"correlated with,\" that occur within sentences categorized as \<ANALYSIS\>, which in the current instance is 1. Finally, the fifth value denotes the number of co-occurring tokens/phrase expressions in instances tagged with the \<RULE\> class. The feature types generated in this study give a real-valued feature vector and a number of Boolean values. Whereas the feature selection algorithm is not applied to the real-valued vector, it is applied to the Boolean feature. The highest ranked sub-set and five real-valued features are then combined. Recently, our group proposed a feature transformation function for automatic sentence classification and evaluated the performance using medical guideline texts \[[@B24]\].

III. Results
============

1. Experimental Environment
---------------------------

In this study, the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) was used to implement the two feature selection algorithms \[[@B25]\] ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). When the GA was used, the following parameters were set \[[@B26]\]: population size, 20; number of generations, 20; probability of crossover, 0.6; probability of mutation, 0.033.

2. Results
----------

In the experiment, we performed a 10-fold cross validation on the 346 selected sentences. In general, a model is trained and evaluated by separating training data, test data, and validation data. However, the cross validation method is well suited to experiments with a small amount of data, as in our experiment. In this cross validation method, the entire data set was first classified into N sub-sets. The model was then trained using N-1 sets of training data before it was applied to the one remaining test set. The same process was repeated N-1 times, so that each sub-set had been used as the test set to calculate the precision, recall, and f-measure of the algorithms. The values of precision and recall determine the accuracy of the classification. The precision, recall, and f-measure are calculated by Formula 1 (performance evaluation), where TP denotes true positive, FP denotes false positive, and FN denotes false negative.

More than 75 instances were assigned to each individual semantic class. In addition, a discrimination model was constructed using the feature vector set extracted from each instance (sentence).

In this study, we examined the classification performance for each sentence category from the features acquired using IG and GA. Furthermore, the feature types were configured as token units, Booleans, and real values. The experiment aimed to find out which features most affect the classification performance. [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"} shows the results using all feature types. We can see that the maximum entropy model gives the best performance with f-measures of 99.1% and 98.6%, followed by the radial basis function network (RBFN) using the information gain method with an f-measure of 98.8%.

[Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"} shows the classification performance without using the real-valued features among the token types. The results show that the performance depends on which machine learning model is used. Maximum entropy and RBFN exhibit comparable performance (over 90% f-measure) for the token units, Booleans, and real-valued features. The other machine learning models including Bayes network, MLP, naïve Bayes, and SVM showed worse performance in this experiment. [Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"} shows the classification performance using only the real-valued features without a feature selection algorithm. Compared to [Tables 5](#T5){ref-type="table"} and [6](#T6){ref-type="table"}, the f-measure was lower on average. However, when using BayesNet and the GA, the performance of MLP and SVM (f-measures of 77.8% and 78.1%, respectively) improved with the removal of the feature selection algorithm.

The classification performance in relation to sentence category is shown in [Table 8](#T8){ref-type="table"}. The best results were obtained using the maximum entropy-based feature and IG. In terms of sentence categories, the best performance was found in the RULE and RECOMMEND classifications, whereas ANALYSIS and GENERAL showed a lower performance level. Finally, [Table 9](#T9){ref-type="table"} compares the best performance values from [Tables 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}-[7](#T7){ref-type="table"}. This confirms that the best sentence classification performance with an f-measure of 99% was obtained using IG and maximum entropy.

IV. Discussion
==============

In this study, we designed and implemented a clinical guideline sentence classifier using various models of machine learning. We conducted experiments using real-valued features and token units, as well as a Boolean feature. The results showed that the combination of maximum entropy-based learning and IG-based feature extraction gave the best classification performance in four sentence categories.

Moreover, we found that transformation has the advantage of exploiting structural and underlying features which go unseen by the BOW model. From this result, we confirmed the contribution of the feature reduction algorithm and optimal technique for very sparse feature spaces, such as the sentence classification problem in the clinical guideline document. In future research, an automatic annotator for large data sets and a user-defined flexible annotation system will be implemented and evaluated. We also plan to further analyze the corpus, and in particular the guideline sentences annotated as GENERAL, to develop a more robust system.
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Sentence categories for semantic functions
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Sentence tagging examples by category
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LDL: low-density lipoprotein, TLC: therapeutic lifestyle changes, SMBG: self-monitoring of blood glucose, PDR: proliferative diabetic retinopathy.
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Real-valued feature vector definition
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WEKA API
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WEKA: Waikato Environment for KnowledgeAnalysis, API: application programming interface.
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Classifier performance for each feature selection method
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MaxEnt: maximum entropy, BayesNet: Bayesian network, MLP: multilayer perceptron, NB: naïve Bayes, RBFN: radial basis function network, SVM: support vector machine, IG: information gain, GA: genetic algorithm.
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Classifier performance for each feature selection method without the real-valued feature vector
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MaxEnt: maximum entropy, BayesNet: Bayesian network, MLP: multilayer perceptron, NB: naïve Bayes, RBFN: radial basis function network, SVM: support vector machine, IG: information gain, GA: genetic algorithm.
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Classifier performance without feature selection for real-value feature extraction
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MaxEnt: maximum entropy, BayesNet: Bayesian network, MLP: multilayer perceptron, NB: naïve Bayes, RBFN: radial basis function network, SVM: support vector machine.
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Classification performance by sentence category for each feature selection method
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MaxEnt: maximum entropy, RBFN: radial basis function network, IG: information gain, GA: genetic algorithm.

###### 

Classifier performance for each feature selection method: best case
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MaxEnt: maximum entropy, BayesNet: Bayesian network, MLP: multilayer perceptron, NB: naïve Bayes, RBFN: radial basis function network, SVM: support vector machine, IG: information gain.
